
We caught up with CRYSTAL PITE, the Canadian choreographer whose bold, 
avant-garde productions are as visceral as they are cerebral. 

CLEAR 
DRAMA

Text by CLARA YOUNG

Portrait by Michael Slobodian
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Slug eating parasitic plant, 20111

Crystal Pite is a choreographer with a ruth-
less nose for drama. Whether it be marshal-
ling 60 Royal Ballet dancers on a London 
stage, or pitting gastropod molluscs against 
each other on a cedar plank, she produces 
dance that is cerebral, yet aims straight at 

the gut.

That sense of drama caught Benjamin 
Millepied’s attention. The former director 
of the Paris Opera Ballet commissioned 
Pite, who is Canadian, to come up with 
the season opener for the Paris company 
in September 2016 (his other commission 
went to William Forsythe, whose company 
Pite danced in for five years in Frankfurt.) 
The Season’s Canon propelled famously dis-
passionate Parisians to their feet, shouting 
and weeping. It was a spectacle in itself 
in the stalls. Audience members said they 
had never witnessed anything like it at the 
Paris Opera Ballet before. Pite followed 
that with Flight Pattern, a cast-of-thousands 
piece staged at the London Royal Opera 
House the following spring, that took on 
the subject of refugees. This one-two com-

bination KO-ed the dance world.

The slug race that Pite is set to choreo-
graph, however, is spectacle on a whole 
other scale. An annual tradition on a tiny 
island off the west coast of Vancouver 
Island, the race will showcase her genius 

for small, meticulously observed detail. 

Pite can do the monumental, but she is 
also the Alice Munro of dance. Expression 
pours from the barely perceptible—the 
strained tremble of outstretched fingers; 
up-pedalling feet bowed in like a baby’s; 
head twitches, slight and mechanical, like 
a glitch in a video image. “I love things 
that are epic and punchy and sweeping.  
I like action and science fiction and there’s 
an emotional punch that comes from stag-
ing things that way. But I’m also interested 
in teeny tiny detail,” says Pite. “You frame 
both things with each other. It doesn’t have 
to be big and blasty because it’s huge emo-
tion. But because we just did something 
tiny in the corner, it’s a compositional 
truth. You need to change up, and have dif-
ferent visual textures and energy to keep 

people watching.”
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Helby Slug Race, 2013 
All slug race photos by Richard Palmer

Rich Slo Mo Hat, 2006  

and 

Slug kissing, 2008
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The Season’s Canon by Crystal Pite at Opéra national de Paris 
Photo by Julien Benhamou

  “I LOVE THINGS THAT ARE EPIC AND PUNCHY AND SWEEPING…
BUT I’M ALSO INTERESTED IN TEENY TINY DETAIL.” 

CRYSTAL PITE
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“IT IS THE FUNNIEST, 
SADDEST PIECE YOU WILL EVER SEE 

ABOUT A MAN LOSING HIS FAMILY IN A FIRE.”

From Bettrofenheit with 
Jonathon Young, Cindy Salgado, Jermaine Spivey, David Raymond, Tiffany Tregarthen, Bryan Arias. Photo by Wendy D
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Pite’s latest piece, Bettrofenheit, yokes 
dance to theatre, putting together Pite’s 
company Kidd Pivot with writer and per-
former Jonathan Young. Dance is ordinar-
ily mute; Bettrofenheit is wordy. It lurches all 
over the place, surreally soft-shoeing from 
Pite dance to Gene Kelly tap, to evoking 
a Weimar-Reno floorshow to TV variety 
show. It is the funniest, saddest piece you 
will ever see about a man losing his family 

in a fire.

“We took [Jonathan’s] story and had it 
embodied through different people, states, 
and objects in the performance to de-cen-
tralise it, and make the story bigger than 
him,” says Pite. “A large part was about 
how trauma and addiction go together, 

and how to stage that.” 

Constructed out of loops and feedback, the 
piece progresses like Young’s slow recovery: 
two steps forward, one step back, two steps 
forward….The text and the dance repeat, 
hiccup, glitch, and flow. The five dancers 
swarm around Young, their competing 
voices seeping into in his shell-shocked 
brain, and merging into a single organism. 
Like an amoeba, a blob, or muddy lava flow, 
Pite’s ensemble pieces expel moments and 
movement. Sometimes, a tableau forms– 
bringing to mind a Nicholas Poussin or a 
Stan Douglas work—before it scrambles 
and disappears. Or a solo, a duo, or a trio 
emerges. A dancer is carried aloft the way a 
mosh pit bears stage-divers on its collective 

shoulders, before sinking out of sight. 

In Bettrofenheit, there is a sense of heal-
ing by the piece’s end, and the pay-off is 
wonderfully cathartic. But Pite connects 
to her audience regardless of the subject. 
Anonymity and parity have much to do 
with it. Pite’s dance doesn’t really show-
case principal dancers. There is a one-for-
all-and-all-for-oneness to her work that is 
palpable. When she applies it to big bal-
let companies, the clash with traditional 
hierarchy brings out the dancers’ exhila-
ration, and radiates out to the audience.  
“I didn’t work with [ the Paris Opera Ballet 
dancers’] own classical forms, and they felt 
pride in that, in finding new corners in their 
bodies and new pathways,” says Pite “And, 
it made them happy to be all together. It’s 
quite rare to be all on stage like that. There 
were a few soloists, but the star of the piece 
was the ensemble, and that made them 
really happy. They were quite moved by 
that, to be equals and to be honoured and 

respected as an ensemble.” 

Like the dancers, the slugs will prob-
ably thrive in whatever race format Pite 
designs for them. They will not exude joy 
or pathos, or execute a technically intricate 
pas de deux, but the spectacle of them con-
verging and climbing all together will likely 
be comic and unexpectedly moving. The 
island is about to see their best slug race 

yet. May the best mollusc win. honore

Finishing Line, 2017
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